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ABSTR ACT: There are numerous available biodegradable materials that can be used as scaffolds in regenerative medicine. Currently, there is a huge 
emphasis on the designing phase of the scaffolds. Materials can be designed to have different properties in order to match the specific application. Modify-
ing scaffolds enhances their bioactivity and improves the regeneration capacity. Modifications of the scaffolds can be later characterized using several tissue 
engineering tools. In addition to the material, cell source is an important component of the regeneration process. Modified materials must be able to support 
survival and growth of different cell types. Together, cells and modified biomaterials contribute to the remodeling of the engineered tissue, which affects 
its performance. This review focuses on the recent advancements in the designs of the scaffolds including the physical and chemical modifications. The last 
part of this review also discusses designing processes that involve viability of cells.
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Introduction
Loss of tissue function is associated with various rates of 
 morbidity and mortality depending on the degree of severity 
of the disease. Different therapies exist for diseases affecting 
different tissues or organs in the body. Therapies can include 
surgical replacement, surgical resection, and in the case of 
cancer, chemotherapy and radiotherapy. End-stage diseases 
or complete organ failure requires surgical transplantation to 
restore functionality. The high costs of surgeries, the variabil-
ity in the success of surgeries, the waiting list for organ trans-
plantation, and the limited availability of donors place the 
patient under socioeconomic pressure. An alternative to  the 
above listed therapies is needed. These limitations have led to 
the outgrowth of new fields, whereby engineering aspects are 
incorporated into the principles of surgery and biology.

Regenerative medicine is an emerging field that aims 
to improve or repair the function of a tissue or an organ.  

The  primary phase of regenerative medicine included the use 
of cells, preferably the patient’s own cells, in combination with 
a biocompatible biomaterial as a way of delivery of these cells. 
Soon after that, the spectrum has broadened to include cell-
based therapies, genetics, bioactive molecules, tissue engi-
neering, and clinical approaches. This phase of regenerative 
medicine included the use of various technologies to precon-
dition the cells–biomaterials composite in order to obtain a 
mature engineered tissue. These tissues are further charac-
terized using molecular and genetics tools to confirm struc-
ture and function. Additionally, regenerative medicine often 
includes a clinical component. Surgical techniques are applied 
to evaluate the engineered tissues in vivo before moving toward 
translational applications. This review will focus on the source 
of cells used in regenerative medicine, the different designs of 
biomaterials along with their biomechanical properties, and 
finally the challenges encountered in regenerative medicine.
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Cell Source in Regenerative Medicine
The first step toward success in regenerative medicine is the 
ability to find a viable cell source. It is of paramount impor-
tance to obtain adequate number of functional cells that are 
able to expand in vitro and that do not cause an immune 
response upon their implantation. The challenge in obtain-
ing autologous cells resides in the fact that the diseased tissue 
might not be a good source of cells. This shifts the search to 
other sources in the body. The use of stem cells in regenerative 
medicine has gained special attention. Different stem cells are 
currently being investigated to determine the best candidate. 
The cells must be immediately available, easy to expand in 
vitro, and immunocompatible.

Different cells of the body can serve as source for regen-
erative medicine purposes. Cells obtained from tissue biopsies 
are usually considered as ideal since they have a determined 
physiological function. For example, various contractile organs 
of the body have smooth muscle cells as their functional unit. 
Therefore, obtaining healthy contractile smooth muscle cells 
promotes the regeneration process. One of the challenges 
of using these cells is the ability to maintain their specific 
phenotype after their expansion in vitro and following their 
implantation.1,2 One drawback of using tissue-specific cells is 
the health condition of the tissue itself. Diseased tissues do 
not provide a viable source of cells and hence do not provide a 
regenerative capacity.

Neural stem cells are another cell source used in differ-
ent tissue engineering applications. These cells can be derived 
from either the central nervous system or the enteric ner-
vous system.3–5 Successful outcomes require complete and 
adequate innervation of the regenerated tissues. The use of 
different scaffolds in combination with neural stem cells has 
demonstrated survival and differentiation of these cells.6,7 
Additionally, substrate topography was evaluated as a factor 
in modulating neural stem cell differentiation.8 Controlling 
cell differentiation by modifying matrix properties provides a 
basis for designing scaffolds in regenerative medicine.

Mesenchymal stem cells are considered as the leading 
stem cell in tissue engineering applications. These cells can be 
harvested from different sources in the body for in vitro expan-
sion. Mesenchymal stem cells from different sources have also 
shown comparable characteristics of cell surface markers, and 
osteogenic and adipogenic differentiation.9

Bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells can be 
obtained from bone marrow aspirate. The fraction of stem 
cells found in the aspirate is low. However, these cells can be 
easily expanded in culture and can differentiate into endoder-
mal and ectodermal cells. Bone marrow mesenchymal stem 
cells are commonly used in tissue engineering, and protocols 
for their isolation and differentiation are characterized.10–12

Adipose-derived stem cells are also a practical cell 
source.13,14 A large quantity of these cells can be obtained 
through a minimally invasive procedure. Methods of isolation 
of these cells are available; however, additional  optimization is 

required.15 In previous studies conducted in mice, it has been 
documented that fat obtained from different depots share the 
same characteristics; however, the growth rate of the cultured 
cells decreases with age.16 Adipose-derived stem cells have 
also been induced to differentiate into Schwann cells in nerve 
regeneration applications. Differentiated Schwann cells pro-
moted neurite outgrowth when cultured with neurons.17 These 
cell sources serve as autologous sources, given that the cells 
can be isolated from the patient, avoiding any immune rejec-
tion after their transplantation.

Another source of stem cells is the umbilical cord mes-
enchymal stem cells.18 Human umbilical cord mesenchymal 
stem cells isolated from the Wharton’s Jelly in umbilical cords 
were tested in muscle tissue engineering.19 The cells were 
embedded in fibrin gel at different mass fractions to determine 
the optimal composition for cell viability. Myogenesis was 
demonstrated qualitatively using immunohistochemistry and 
quantitatively using PCR. Umbilical cord mesenchymal stem 
cells have also been tested in bone tissue engineering.20 Cells 
that were seeded onto collagen–calcium phosphate cement 
scaffolds synthesized minerals, indicating osteogenic differ-
entiation. The advantage of using umbilical cord mesenchy-
mal stem cells is that they are easily accessible at low cost and 
without invasive procedure. These cells have high proliferative 
rate. However, the chance of tumorigenesis after their trans-
plantation remains a challenge that requires further investiga-
tions. Umbilical cord mesenchymal stem cells have also been 
demonstrated to be a potential cell source in ocular applica-
tions.21 In this study, injection of umbilical cord stem cells 
into the subretinal space in rats showed response sensitivity 
of the retina. The authors believe that the umbilical cord stem 
cells did not differentiate into neurons; rather, they secreted 
neurotrophic factors that supported rescuing photoreceptors.

Placenta, as other gestational tissues, is usually consid-
ered as medical waste following birth. However, a population 
of mesenchymal stem cells resides in the placenta, which serves 
as a new potential cell source in regenerative medicine.22–25 
The differentiation of placenta-derived mesenchymal stem 
cells and their application in tissue engineering have been 
demonstrated.26,27 Placenta can be easily obtained without an 
invasive procedure and with no risk to the donor. Mesenchy-
mal stem cells can be harvested and expanded in abundance; 
however, the issue of being immunologically rejected by the 
body when used in a non-autologous setting is still controver-
sial. Recently, a pilot study aimed to determine the efficacy 
and safety of using allogeneic stem cells.28 Placenta-derived 
mesenchymal stem cells were transplanted in patients with 
type 2 diabetes. Although the study was promising, a larger, 
more controlled study is required to confirm the results.

Although autologous mesenchymal stem cells have great 
regenerative potential, their use is limited in cases where the 
patients have genetic disorders. Advancements in reprogram-
ming technologies have expanded the choice of cell sources. 
Different cells of the body can be modified into induced 
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 pluripotent stem (iPS) cells by changing the expression of 
certain genes.29 Regardless of the health conditions of the 
patients, iPS cells can differentiate into different cell types 
of the body. These cells are considered as patient specific and 
they provide a model to study disease mechanisms, patholo-
gies, therapeutics, and cure development. Recently, iPS cells 
were derived from mouse fibroblasts for their use in cartilage 
tissue engineering.30 Differentiated cells secreted cartilage-
specific matrix components, indicating the potential of these 
cells in repairing cartilage defects. In another study, human 
iPS cells were used to derive endothelial cells and mesenchy-
mal precursor cells.31 The cells were used in combination to 
generate a functional blood vessel in vivo. The clinical transla-
tion aspect of using iPS cells is the ability to use the patient’s 
own cells, reprogram them, and reuse them to generate func-
tional tissues.

Embryonic stem cells are another promising cell source 
in regenerative medicine because of their self-renewal prop-
erty. These cells have the potential to rapidly expand in vitro 
and differentiate into almost all types of cells.32,33 Obtaining 
embryonic stem cells requires sacrificing the embryos that 
limits their clinical application. To overcome the ethical con-
cerns, studies are being conducted to isolate embryonic stem 
cells from single blastomeres.34 Immunohistochemical stud-
ies demonstrated the differentiation of these cells into cells 
of all the three germ layers (ectoderm, mesoderm, and endo-
derm). A clinical trial study was conducted on humans using 
embryonic stem cells. Cells injected in the subretinal space 
improved the patients’ vision. There were no signs of abnormal 
proliferation.

Scaffold Design and Synthesis: Physical  
and Chemical Modifications
The second component in tissue engineering and regenerative 
medicine includes the design of a scaffold that acts to sup-
plement the regeneration process or to replace the diseased 
tissue. The scaffold is a temporary matrix that supports cell 
attachment, proliferation, and differentiation. An ideal scaf-
fold must have an excellent biocompatibility to ensure cell 
survival and minimal immune response after implantation. 
Biodegradability of the scaffold is another important factor 
in the design of scaffolds. Biodegradability falls in line with 
adequate mechanical properties of the scaffold. Following 
implantation, the scaffold must degrade in a timely manner 
to ensure proper remodeling of the tissue. Highly porous scaf-
folds are critical for cell infiltration especially when it comes to 
thick scaffolds where diffusion becomes a limitation. Porosity 
also plays a role in providing surface area for cell attachment. 
An ideal scaffold is the outcome of a balance between all these 
factors. Finally, physical and chemical modifications can be 
applied to the scaffolds to enhance their bioactivity.

Given all the above listed factors, a perfect design of 
scaffolds for tissue engineering and regenerative medicine 
is still a challenge. For example, even though the trachea 

and the  gastrointestinal tract consist of tubular organs, their 
 architecture is very complex and requires sophisticated design-
ing.35,36 Different types of cells, each with a specific alignment, 
necessitate the synthesis of various scaffolds with precise struc-
tures that match the native tissue. Different biomaterials are 
available to synthesize the scaffolds and different techniques 
are available to modulate the design of these scaffolds.

Physical modification. The microarchitecture of the 
tissue is an important element that determines tissue func-
tion. Long-term success of the engineered tissues requires 
the recapitulation of the environment in which the cells must 
reside. Different approaches to develop scaffolds with specific 
architectures have been demonstrated. An important factor 
in the synthesis is the reproducibility in the manufacturing 
process. Recent reports emphasized the use of computer-
aided design (CAD) in engineering scaffolds.37–39 This tech-
nique allows fine-tuning the geometry of the scaffold with  
precise structures.

Our group has previously bioengineered circumferen-
tially aligned intrinsically innervated smooth muscle rings to 
mimic the circular smooth muscle layer of the gastrointesti-
nal tract.40,41 Tissue culture plates were coated with Sylgard 
and left to cure. A cylindrical post was fixed in the center 
of the plate to create the lumen of the engineered tissue. 
Enteric neural progenitor cells were suspended in collagen/ 
laminin gel and seeded onto the plate. An additional gel layer 
of smooth muscle cells was added on top of the first one. 
Within a period of 7 days, the smooth muscle cells aligned 
concentrically around the central post. Histological evaluation 
of the engineered tissues revealed smooth muscle alignment 
and differentiation of the neural progenitor cells into different 
types of neurons (excitatory and inhibitory neurons). Electro-
mechanical integrity of the smooth muscle cell was demon-
strated using potassium chloride in the absence and presence 
of calcium channel blocker, nifedipine. The presence of mus-
carinic receptors was also demonstrated using acetylcholine 
in the absence and presence of muscarinic receptor antago-
nist, atropine. Neuronal functionality was also demonstrated 
by electrical field stimulation in the absence and presence of 
blockers. Although the architecture and functionality of these 
tissues are established, their mechanical properties are yet to 
be determined.

In vivo assessment of the bioengineered sphincteric 
smooth muscle tissues was determined in mice and rat 
 models.42,43 The implanted engineered tissues integrated with 
the native internal anal sphincter. The tissues were evaluated 
for their physiological functionality using an organ bath con-
nected to a force transducer set up (Fig. 1). They maintained 
their myogenic and neurogenic functionality and they became 
neovascularized. The animals survived throughout the study 
period and there were no signs of obstruction.

In other studies, smooth muscle tissue rings were also 
engineered on agarose-coated wells.44,45 The cells aggregated 
around a central post and formed a ring structure.  Mechanical 
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properties of the rings were determined at days 8 and 14 
post-formation.46 The ultimate tensile strength and ring stiff-
ness were found to be higher in larger rings but decreased 
as a function of time. However, functionality of the smooth 
muscle was not evaluated. A correlation between the different 
mechanical properties of the different ring sizes and the force 
generated from the smooth muscle is an important factor that 
needs to be determined in tissue regeneration.

When designing scaffolds in tissue engineering, it is 
important to keep in mind the physiological condition under 
which the scaffold will be implanted. Tensile properties, suture 
retention strength, burst pressure strength, and compliance 
are among the common properties evaluated for scaffolds. The 
scaffold must have enough strength not to break following 
suturing or when exposed to pressure. Compliance ensures 
that the scaffold does not compress or twist arbitrarily. To 
guarantee long-term success, these tests must be performed in 
vitro before implantation. Different designs of scaffolds have 
been pursued to mimic the architecture of the native tissue. 
Lee and co-workers engineered a bilayered scaffold for blood 
vessel replacement using a co-electrospinning technique.47  
A polymer blend of polycaprolactone (PCL) and type 1 col-
lagen was electrospun in a two-step process. Small diameter 
fibers were electrospun as a first layer and then larger diameter 
fibers were electrospun on top of that layer. This technique 
allows the seeding of endothelial cells on the small fibers 
from the luminal side and smooth muscle cells on the large 
fibers from the external side. The biomechanical and biologi-
cal properties of the electrospun PCL/collagen scaffolds were 
also characterized.48 Mechanical properties of the composite 
scaffolds are within the physiologic range.

Other approaches to control the design of the engineered 
tissues have attempted to prepare micropatterned thermore-
sponsive surfaces.49 This technique allowed the formation of 
aligned cell sheet layers that were placed on top of each other 
to form two layers. Cells were grown on plates at a specific 
temperature and then were lifted as a layer at a  different tem-
perature. The advantage of using thermoresponsive  surfaces is 

that the cell sheet maintains the extracellular matrix (ECM) 
components secreted by the cells which are beneficial for 
cell–cell interaction. Our group has developed a technique 
to align smooth muscle using a substrate microtopography 
technique.50 The cells were aligned longitudinally in a similar 
fashion to the longitudinal smooth muscle layer of the gastro-
intestinal tract. The cells were lifted as a sheet using laminin/
collagen gel. These smooth muscle sheets have also been tested 
for their physiological functionality. In a different study, PCL 
substrates with nanowire structures were engineered as matri-
ces for retinal progenitor cells.51 The substrates supported cell 
proliferation and differentiation as indicated by the expres-
sion of photoreceptor markers. Nanowired PCL promoted the 
migration of the cells into the retinal laminae and resulted in 
integration with the host retina.

Our group has used tubular chitosan scaffolds as matrices 
for bioengineered smooth muscle tissues. Chitosan is a natural 
polymer known for its wide application in tissue engineering. 
We demonstrated the biocompatibility of chitosan with gut 
smooth muscle.52 Chitosan scaffolds also promoted the neo-
innervation of bioengineered smooth muscle tissues when 
placed around the scaffold using enteric neural progenitor 
cells.53 Our scaffolds were prepared using the freeze-drying 
method as described previously (Fig. 2A). Scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) revealed highly porous scaffold with aver-
age pore size of around 170 µm (Fig. 2B). Our scaffolds did 
not leak or burst when pressure was applied; however, they do 
not possess enough strength to maintain luminal patency. Dif-
ferent techniques are available to improve on the mechanical 
properties of the chitosan scaffolds. Recently, chitosan fibers 
were prepared by an extrusion/gelation technique to reinforce 
the mechanical properties of chitosan-based heart valve scaf-
folds.54 Tensile properties were improved in the reinforced 
scaffolds. Additionally, the fibers mechanical properties were 
modulated following different methods of fabrication.55 The 
benefit of this technique, where chitosan fibers were used to 
enhance chitosan scaffold mechanical properties, is that the 
same material with different structures is used. This reduces 
the issues of biocompatibility and inconsistency in using  
other materials.

Chemical modifications. In addition to changing the 
physical characteristics of the scaffolds, chemical modifica-
tions are available approaches to enhance the properties of the 
material. In designing a blood vessel graft, a gradient nano-
fibrous tubular scaffold was synthesized by electrospinning 
the polymer solution at different flow rates.56 Heparin was 
conjugated with the nanofibers as an antithrombogenic factor. 
The gradient scaffolds were then loaded with VEGF in a way 
that heparin–VEGF level was higher on the luminal side and 
lower on the external side. Gradient heparin–VEGF enhanced 
the release of the loaded VEGF from the scaffold and pro-
moted cell attachment. Controlling the release of VEGF helps 
in tuning the attachment and function of the cells seeded on  
the scaffold.

Figure 1. a bioengineered smooth muscle tissue in an organ bath for 
testing physiological functionality.
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In a recent study, a microporous fibrin scaffold was 
designed with open microchannels and adequate mechani-
cal stiffness in an attempt to engineer cardiac tissue.57 The 
design of the scaffold allows the seeding of cardiomyocytes, 
endothelial cells, and fibroblasts in a similar alignment as the 
native tissue. The architecture of the scaffold also facilitated 
better cell seeding and survival. The tri-cell seeded scaffolds 
promoted the formation of a prevascular network with aligned 
cardiac tissue.

The disadvantage with the use of synthetic polymers is 
their inability to support cell attachment. Chemical surface 
modification can improve the biocompatibility of materials 
and enhance cell growth. Electrospun poly(L-lactide) scaf-
folds were treated with Ar/NH3 plasma to introduce amine 
groups to the scaffold.58 Surface characterization of the 
scaffolds using atomic force microscopy (AFM) and X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) revealed an increase in 
hydrophilicity of the material without affecting the structure 
of the fibers. Surface modification promoted cell attachment, 
spreading, and infiltration. In another study, addition of gela-
tin type B and fibronectin to poly(ε-caprolactone) improved 
the biological behavior of the scaffold and enhanced cell 
colonization and ECM deposition.59 Different strategies to 
modify the surface of scaffolds exist. These strategies can 
either be applied individually or in combination. It is critical 
to determine the necessary modification to enhance the activ-
ity of the scaffold.

Chemical modification of the scaffold proved to be as 
critical as physical modification. A polymer solution com-
posed of poly-L-lactic acid (PLLA), poly-(α,β)-DL-aspartic 
acid (PAA), type I and type III collagen was used to elec-
trospin nanofibrous scaffolds.60 Addition of functional groups 
to the scaffold made it more hydrophilic as demonstrated by 
water contact angle measurement. This characteristic allowed 
more cell attachment, increased the rate of proliferation, and 
increased secretion of ECM proteins. Polyethylene  glycol 

hydrogels were evaluated as injectable biomaterials.61 The 
hydrogels were functionalized with laminin at different ratios 
to assess the attachment of nucleus pulposus cells. The stiff-
ness of the hydrogels can be modulated by changing the con-
centration of the polyethylene glycol–laminin conjugate. This 
study supports the idea that manipulating different features in 
the design of the material provides an optimal scaffold/carrier 
that can be used in tissue regeneration.

In other tissue regeneration applications, chemical sur-
face modification is used to manipulate cell differentiation. 
Adhesion peptides such as fibronectin and laminin and neu-
rotrophic factors were immobilized on polymer substrates to 
evaluate the differentiation of neural stem cells.62 The modi-
fied surface was characterized by AFM and SEM to look at 
morphology and roughness. Wettability of the immobilized 
surface was evaluated by water contact angle measurement 
and revealed increase in hydrophilicity. Additionally, immo-
bilized surfaces enhanced neuronal differentiation and prolif-
eration. On the other hand, changing the composition of the 
ECM components has an influence on differentiation of neural 
stem cells into specific types of neurons. Our group has dem-
onstrated the ability to differentiate enteric neural progenitor 
cells into specific types of neurons using different combina-
tion of ECM components.63 The composition of the substrates 
modulated the extent of neuronal and glial differentiation.  
A higher neuronal population was observed when enteric neural 
progenitor cells were seeded onto composite mixtures  (Collagen IV,  
laminin and heparan sulfate) than glial population.

Growth factor delivery is also a technique used for tissue 
regeneration. The activity of the growth factor must be timely 
and spatially controlled. Delivery can be done by incorpo-
rating growth factors onto scaffolds or through carriers. In 
order for the growth factor to deliver the correct message, it 
must diffuse through the ECM and bind to the target cell.64 
To ensure adequate delivery and controlled release of growth 
factors, modified polymeric matrices are used to increase the 

Figure 2. (A) an image of tubular chitosan scaffold prepared using the freeze-drying method. (B) Scanning electron microscopy (Sem) characterization 
of the scaffold reveals a highly porous scaffold.
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therapeutic efficiency of these factors. Growth factor delivery 
has dual roles; it controls both the efficacy of the factor and 
the response of the cell through chemotaxis. Cell migration 
and differentiation are complex mechanisms that depend on 
the spatial distribution of the growth factor. Scaffolds can be 
designed to take this component into account. The impact 
of chemotactic gradients of different growth factors on stem 
cell migration is critical in tissue engineering applications.65 
Spatial patterns of growth factors provided migratory cues 
for the cells away from their source. This becomes critical 
when cells have to migrate over a long distance. Growth fac-
tors including platelet-derived growth factors (PDGF) are 
known to regulate chemotaxis. In bone regeneration, scaf-
folds loaded with PDGF favor bone cell migration and help 
in accelerating the regeneration process.66 The challenge 
remains in determining the optimal dose of growth factor. 
It is also critical to take into account the release kinetics of 
the growth factor. Recently, scaffolds are being designed to 
allow sequential delivery of multiple factors.67,68 Different 
bone morphogenic proteins were loaded into different carriers 
and then incorporated into scaffolds. The sequential delivery 
approach enhanced cell differentiation and provided a bet-
ter control over the release kinetics. Recently, Simson et al 
mixed chondroitin sulfate-bone marrow adhesive hydrogel 
with bone morphogenetic-2 protein as an attempt to regener-
ate cartilage tissue.69 The carrier allowed the chondrocytes to 
maintain their phenotype and to produce sulfated glycosami-
noglycans. The efficacy of this system is demonstrated by the 
retention and activity of the growth factor during the experi-
ment and by the adhesive properties of chondroitin sulfate.  
A challenge that the authors have brought up to their sys-
tem is the stability of the carriers, which is a pre-requisite for 
translational purposes.

Cell Viability in the Scaffold: Design Process
The long-term success of implanted scaffolds is dependent on 
the delivery of an adequate number of viable and functional 
cells required to repair damaged tissues. As the scaffolds or 
the grafts get bigger, the hypoxic regions within the scaffolds 
limit the performance of the cells to support regeneration. 
Nutrients, and most critically oxygen, need to be made avail-
able for cells post-transplantation. Recently, Wang et al devel-
oped oxygen-enriched scaffolds to enhance cell survival and 
function following implantation.70

A major challenge in tissue engineering application is the 
limited diffusion ability of oxygen in the scaffold. Scaffolds 
design must ensure that cells have access to nutrients until 
neo-vascularization occurs. Uneven distribution of cells is 
associated with different oxygen distribution in the scaffolds. 
Improved expression of markers, enhanced cell functions, and 
maintenance of cell phenotypes are the result of uniform dis-
tribution of viable cells in the scaffolds.

Mathematical models were developed to predict the 
 oxygen gradients within engineered scaffolds, taking into 

account scaffold dimensions and cell function.71–74 These 
 models can be used to organize design criteria. Cells within 
scaffolds access oxygen mainly through diffusion. Determin-
ing the oxygen gradients will allow optimizing the cell seeding 
density to maximize viability. Studies have shown that high 
cellular viability correlates with higher oxygen concentra-
tion within the scaffolds. Cells at the surface of the scaffolds 
exhibited better viability than cells deeper in the scaffold, and 
this is attributed to the limited diffusivity of oxygen.75

Diffusion reaction models based on diffusive oxygen 
transport are commonly applied to correlate the distribution 
of oxygen within a construct cultured to the distribution of 
cell density and viability. These models assume that there is 
no convective flux within the scaffold, the oxygen diffusion 
coefficient is constant and that there is homogenous distribu-
tion of cells in the scaffold. The change in oxygen concentra-
tion is described by the balance of oxygen diffusion through 
the scaffold and the rate of oxygen consumption by the cells. 
Oxygen is considered to be consumed by the cells according 
to the Michaelis–Menten kinetics. Oxygen consumption rate 
by the cells is determined and cell viability will be evalu-
ated.76 Oxygen uptake is dependent on the cell type.  Defining 
boundary conditions, oxygen profile within the scaffold can 
be modeled and correlated with cell viability. Scaffolds placed 
in static conditions behaved differently from scaffolds exposed 
to flow. The profile of oxygen concentration in static condi-
tions showed a linear decrease as a function of depth. How-
ever, flow conditions improved the oxygen concentration in 
the scaffold.75

These models can become more complicated when dif-
ferent factors are accounted for in the design of the scaffolds. 
In addition to oxygen, availability of other nutrients can also 
be modeled. Deviations may occur during long-term culture 
because of the remodeling of the scaffold by ECM  deposition 
by the cells.77 Therefore, changes in nutrient diffusivities  
are additional factors that must be taken into account in  
these models.

Closing Remarks
Despite the advances in technologies and techniques used in 
tissue engineering and regenerative medicine, there are more 
questions that need to be answered. Design of scaffolds is 
an essential feature in regenerative medicine. It dictates cell 
behavior and function. Physical and chemical modifications 
exist to enhance the bioactivity of the scaffolds. Although 
different designs have proven to be beneficial, further opti-
mization is needed. It is critical that cells maintain their 
phenotypic characteristics when seeded on the scaffold. 
Maximum cell viability is also crucial for long-term success 
of the implant. Additionally, design of the scaffold affects 
tissue remodeling and performance after implantation. Vas-
cularization is another challenging task that must be taken 
into  consideration in tissue regeneration. Several studies are 
 currently being  conducted to precondition tissues prior to 
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their implantation to maximize vascularization. The field of 
regenerative  medicine is still in its early stages of emergence 
where there is still room for optimization.
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